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Clauses and guidance are also provided for other NEC4 contracts which may be subject to
the Construction Contracts Act 2013. These are available for download from
neccontract.com.
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DEFINITIONS

Start

NO
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NO

Is there a dispute?

NO

Is there an
application for
payment?

YES

YES

Y1.1
Any communication in this Option
which is to be made on a Saturday,
Sunday or public holiday (within the
meaning of Organisation of Working
Time Act 1997) may be made on the
next day which is not one of these.

YES

Is Y(IR)1
incorporated in the
the Contract Data?

Y1.6
A member of the Alliance may refer a
payment dispute for adjudication in
accordance with s6 of the Construction
Contracts Act 2013 at any time.

DISPUTES

Y1.5
If the Partners exercise their right under
the Construction Contracts Act 2013 to
suspend performance, it is a
compensation event.

SUSPENSION OF
PERFORMANCE

Y1.2
If an application for payment is submitted
by the Alliance Manager within 5 days
after the assessment date which otherwise
complies with the contract it is considered
by the Client in deciding whether the
Alliance Manager has correctly assessed
the amount due.

APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT

NO

Y1.3
Does the Client
decide not to pay
the amount
due?

YES

Y1.3
If the Client decides not to pay the amount
due, the Client responds to the Alliance
Manager’s application. The response is within
21 days of the assessment date and includes
• the amount the Client proposes to pay,
• the reasons for the difference from the
application,
• the basis on which the amount proposed to
be paid is calculated and
• any other information that this contract
requires.
The Client pays the sum stated in its response
at the date for payment of amounts due.

CLIENT’S RESPONSE

NO

Y1.4
Is the reason for
a reduction in the amount
the Alliance Manager considers is
due is attributable to a claim for loss or
damage arising from a breach of
any contractual or other
obligation by a
Partner?
YES

Y1.4
If the reason for a reduction in the amount
the Alliance Manager considers is due is
attributable to a claim for loss or damage
arising from a breach of any contractual
or other obligation by a Partner, the Client’s
response specifies
• when the loss was incurred or the damage
occurred or how the other claim arose,
• the particulars of the loss, damage or
claim and
• the portion of the reduction that is
attributable to each such particular.

CLIENT’S RESPONSE

Finish
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DEFINITIONS

Start

NO
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NO

Is there a dispute?

NO

Is there an
application for
payment?

YES

YES

Y1.1
Any communication in this Option
which is to be made on a Saturday,
Sunday or public holiday (within the
meaning of Organisation of Working
Time Act 1997) may be made on the
next day which is not one of these.

YES

Is Y(IR)1
incorporated in the
the Contract Data?

Y1.6
Option W2 is included in the contract
with the following amendments.
Any dispute is a payment dispute.
Clauses W2.2 and W2.3 are deleted and
replaced with:
• W2.2 Either Party may refer a payment
dispute for adjudication in accordance
with s6 of the Construction Contracts
Act 2013 at any time.
• W2.3 Not used.

DISPUTES

Y1.5
If the Contractor exercises its right
under the Construction Contracts Act
2013 to suspend performance, it is a
compensation event.

SUSPENSION OF
PERFORMANCE

Y1.2
If an application for payment is submitted by
the Contractor within 5 days after the
assessment date which otherwise complies
with the contract
• the Service Manager considers it in
assessing the amount due,
• the Service Manager delays certifying
payment and issues the certificate within one
week of the date of the submission and
• the amount certified by the Service Manager
is the amount due and not any lesser amount
because the Contractor failed to submit an
application before the assessment date.

APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT

NO

Y1.3
Does the Client
decide not to pay
the amount
due?

YES

NO

Y1.4
Is the reason for
a reduction in the amount
the Contractor considers is due is
attributable to a claim for loss or
damage arising from a breach of
any contractual or other
obligation by the
Contractor ?

Y1.3
If the Client decides not to pay the amount due,
the Client responds to the Service Manager’s
certificate or the Contractor’s application. The
response is within 21 days of the assessment
date and includes
• the amount the Client proposes to pay,
• the reasons for the difference from the
certificate or application,
• the basis on which the amount proposed to be
paid is calculated and
• any other information that the contract requires.
The Client pays the sum stated in its response at
the date for payment of certified payments.

CLIENT’S RESPONSE

YES

Y1.4
If the reason for a reduction in the amount
the Contractor considers is due is attributable
to a claim for loss or damage arising from a
breach of any contractual or other obligation
by the Contractor, the Service Manager’s
certificate or Client’s response specifies
• when the loss was incurred or the damage
occurred or how the other claim arose,
• the particulars of the loss, damage or claim
and
• the portion of the reduction that is
attributable to each such particular.

CLIENT’S RESPONSE

Finish
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DEFINITIONS

Start

NO
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NO

Is there a dispute?

NO

Is there an
application for
payment?

YES

YES

Y1.1
Any communication in this Option
which is to be made on a Saturday,
Sunday or public holiday (within the
meaning of Organisation of Working
Time Act 1997) may be made on the
next day which is not one of these.

YES

Is Y(IR)1
incorporated in the
the Contract Data?

Y1.6
Option W2 is included in the contract
with the following amendments.
Any dispute is a payment dispute.
Clauses W2.2 and W2.3 are deleted and
replaced with:
• W2.2 Either Party may refer a payment
dispute for adjudication in accordance
with s6 of the Construction Contracts
Act 2013 at any time.
• W2.3 Not used.

DISPUTES

Y1.5
If the Contractor exercises its right
under the Construction Contracts Act
2013 to suspend performance, it is a
compensation event.

SUSPENSION OF
PERFORMANCE

Y1.2
If an application for payment is submitted by
the Contractor within 5 days after the
assessment date which otherwise complies
with the contract
• the Project Manager considers it in assessing
the amount due,
• the Project Manager delays certifying
payment and issues the certificate within one
week of the date of the submission and
• the amount certified by the Project Manager
is the amount due and not any lesser amount
because the Contractor failed to submit an
application before the assessment date.

APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT

NO

Y1.3
Does the Client
decide not to pay
the amount
due?

YES

Y1.3
If the Client decides not to pay the amount due,
the Client responds to the Project Manager’s
certificate or the Contractor’s application. The
response is within 21 days of the assessment
date and includes
• the amount the Client proposes to pay,
• the reasons for the difference from the
application,
• the basis on which the amount proposed to be
paid is calculated and
• any other information that the contract requires.
The Client pays the sum stated in its response at
the date for payment of certified payments.

CLIENT’S RESPONSE

NO

Y1.4
Is the reason for
a reduction in the amount
the Contractor considers is due is
attributable to a claim for loss or
damage arising from a breach of
any contractual or other
obligation by the
Contractor ?
YES

Y1.4
If the reason for a reduction in the amount
the Contractor considers is due is attributable
to a claim for loss or damage arising from a
breach of any contractual or other obligation
by the Contractor, the Project Manager’s
certificate or Client’s response specifies
• when the loss was incurred or the damage
occurred or how the other claim arose,
• the particulars of the loss, damage or claim
and
• the portion of the reduction that is
attributable to each such particular.

CLIENT’S RESPONSE

Finish
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DEFINITIONS

Start

NO
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NO

Is there a dispute?

NO

Is there an
application for
payment?

YES

YES

YS1.1
Any communication in this clause
which is to be made on a Saturday,
Sunday or public holiday (within the
meaning of Organisation of Working
Time Act 1997) may be made on the
next day which is not one of these.

YES

Is YS(IR)1
incorporated in the
the Contract Data?

YS1.6
Clause 93.3 is deleted and replaced with
1. Any dispute is a payment dispute.
2. Either Party may refer a payment
dispute for adjudication in accordance
with s6 of the Construction Contracts
Act 2013 at any time.

DISPUTES

YS1.5
If the Contractor exercises its right
under the Construction Contracts Act
2013 to suspend performance, it is a
compensation event.

SUSPENSION OF
PERFORMANCE

YS1.2
If an application for payment is submitted
by the Contractor within 5 days after the
assessment day which otherwise complies
with the contract
• it is considered by the Client in assessing
the amount due and
• the amount assessed by the Client is the
amount due and not any lesser amount
because the Contractor failed to submit
an application before the assessment day.

APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT

NO

YS1.3
Does the Client
decide not to pay
the amount
due?

YES

YS1.3
If the Client decides not to pay the amount due,
the Client responds to the Contractor’s
application. The response is within 21 days of
the assessment day and includes
• the amount the Client proposes to pay,
• the reasons for the difference from the
application,
• the basis on which the amount proposed to be
paid is calculated and
• any other information that this contract
requires.
The Client pays the sum stated in its response
at the date for payment of amounts due.

CLIENT’S RESPONSE

NO

YS1.4
Is the reason for
a reduction in the amount
the Contractor considers is due is
attributable to a claim for loss or
damage arising from a breach of
any contractual or other
obligation by the
Contractor ?
YES

YS1.4
If the reason for a reduction in the amount
the Contractor considers is due is attributable
to a claim for loss or damage arising from a
breach of any contractual or other obligation
by the Contractor the Client’s response
specifies
• when the loss was incurred or the damage
occurred or how the other claim arose,
• the particulars of the loss, damage or claim
and
• the portion of the reduction that is
attributable to each such particular.

CLIENT’S RESPONSE

Finish
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DEFINITIONS

Start

NO
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NO

Is there a dispute?

NO

Is there an
application for
payment?

YES

YES

Y1.1
Any communication in this Option
which is to be made on a Saturday,
Sunday or public holiday (within the
meaning of Organisation of Working
Time Act 1997) may be made on the
next day which is not one of these.

YES

Is Y(IR)1
incorporated in the
the Contract Data?

Y1.6
Option W2 is included in the contract
with the following amendments.
Any dispute is a payment dispute.
Clauses W2.2 and W2.3 are deleted
and replaced with:
• W2.2 Either Party may refer a payment
dispute for adjudication in accordance
with s6 of the Construction Contracts
Act 2013 at any time.
• W2.3 Not used.

DISPUTES

Y1.5
If the Consultant exercises its right
under the Construction Contracts Act
2013 to suspend performance, it is a
compensation event.

SUSPENSION OF
PERFORMANCE

Y1.2
If an application for payment is submitted by
the Consultant within 5 days after the
assessment date which otherwise complies
with the contract
• the Service Manager considers it in assessing
the amount due,
• the Service Manager delays certifying
payment and issues the certificate within one
week of the date of the submission and
• the amount certified by the Service Manager
is the amount due and not any lesser amount
because the Consultant failed to submit an
application before the assessment date.

APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT

NO

Y1.3
Does the Client
decide not to pay
the amount
due?

YES

NO

Y1.4
Is the reason for
a reduction in the amount
the Consultant considers is due is
attributable to a claim for loss or
damage arising from a breach of
any contractual or other
obligation by the
Consultant ?

Y1.3
If the Client decides not to pay the amount due,
the Client responds to the Service Manager’s
certificate or the Consultant’s application. The
response is within 21 days of the assessment
date and includes
• the amount the Client proposes to pay,
• the reasons for the difference from the
certificate or application,
• the basis on which the amount proposed to be
paid is calculated and
• any other information that the contract requires.
The Client pays the sum stated in its response
at the date for payment of certified payments.

CLIENT’S RESPONSE

YES

Y1.4
If the reason for a reduction in the amount the
Consultant considers is due is attributable to
a claim for loss or damage arising from a
breach of any contractual or other obligation
by the Consultant, the Service Manager’s
certificate or Client’s response specifies
• when the loss was incurred or the damage
occurred or how the other claim arose,
• the particulars of the loss, damage or claim
and
• the portion of the reduction that is attributable
to each such particular.

CLIENT’S RESPONSE

Finish
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DEFINITIONS

Start

NO
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NO

Is there a dispute?

NO

Is there an
application for
payment?

YES

YES

YS1.1
Any communication in this clause
which is to be made on a Saturday,
Sunday or public holiday (within the
meaning of Organisation of Working
Time Act 1997) may be made on the
next day which is not one of these.

YES

Is YS(IR)1
incorporated in the
the Contract Data?

YS1.6
Clause 93.3 is deleted and replaced with
1. Any dispute is a payment dispute.
2. Either Party may refer a payment
dispute for adjudication in accordance
with s6 of the Construction Contracts
Act 2013 at any time.

DISPUTES

YS1.5
If the Consultant exercises its right
under the Construction Contracts Act
2013 to suspend performance, it is a
compensation event.

SUSPENSION OF
PERFORMANCE

YS1.2
If an invoice is submitted for payment by
the Consultant within 5 days after the
assessment day which otherwise complies
with the contract
• it is considered by the Client in assessing
the amount due and
• the amount assessed by the Client is the
amount due and not any lesser amount
because the Consultant failed to submit
an invoice before the assessment day.

APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT

NO

YS1.3
Does the Client
decide not to pay
the amount
due?

YES

YS1.3
If the Client decides not to pay the amount due,
the Client responds to the Consultant’s invoice.
The response is within 21 days of the
assessment day and includes
• the amount the Client proposes to pay,
• the reasons for the difference from the invoice,
• the basis on which the amount proposed to be
paid is calculated and
• any other information that this contract
requires.
The Client pays the sum stated in its response
at the date for payment of amounts due.

CLIENT’S RESPONSE

NO

YS1.4
Is the reason for
a reduction in the amount
the Consultant considers is due is
attributable to a claim for loss or
damage arising from a breach of
any contractual or other
obligation by the
Consultant?
YES

Finish

YS1.4
If the reason for a reduction in the amount the
Consultant considers is due is attributable to
a claim for loss or damage arising from a
breach of any contractual or other obligation
by the Consultant the Client’s response
specifies
• when the loss was incurred or the damage
occurred or how the other claim arose,
• the particulars of the loss, damage or claim
and
• the portion of the reduction that is
attributable to each such particular.

CLIENT’S RESPONSE
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DEFINITIONS

Start

NO

neccontract.com

NO

Is there a dispute?

NO

Is there an
application for
payment?

YES

YES

Y1.1
Any communication in this Option
which is to be made on a Saturday,
Sunday or public holiday (within the
meaning of Organisation of Working
Time Act 1997) may be made on the
next day which is not one of these.

YES

Is Y(IR)1
incorporated in the
the Contract Data?

Y1.6
Option W2 is included in the contract
with the following amendments.
Any dispute is a payment dispute.
Clauses W2.2 and W2.3 are deleted
and replaced with:
• W2.2 Either Party may refer a payment
dispute for adjudication in accordance
with s6 of the Construction Contracts
Act 2013 at any time.
• W2.3 Not used.

DISPUTES

Y1.5
If the Contractor exercises its right
under the Construction Contracts Act
2013 to suspend performance, it is a
compensation event.

SUSPENSION OF
PERFORMANCE

Y1.2
If an application for payment is submitted by
the Contractor within 5 days after the
assessment date which otherwise complies
with the contract
• the Service Manager considers it in assessing
the amount due,
• the Service Manager delays certifying
payment and issues the certificate within one
week of the date of the submission and
• the amount certified by the Service Manager
is the amount due and not any lesser amount
because the Contractor failed to submit an
application before the assessment date.

APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT

CLIENT’S RESPONSE

NO

Y1.3
Does the Client
decide not to pay
the amount
due?

YES

NO

Y1.4
Is the reason for
a reduction in the amount
the Contractor considers is due is
attributable to a claim for loss or
damage arising from a breach of
any contractual or other
obligation by the
Contractor ?

Y1.3
If the Client decides not to pay the amount due,
the Client responds to the Service Manager’s
certificate or the Contractor’s application. The
response is within 21 days of the assessment
date and includes
• the amount the Client proposes to pay,
• the reasons for the difference from the
certificate or application,
• the basis on which the amount proposed to be
paid is calculated and
• any other information that the contract requires.
The Client pays the sum stated in its response at
the date for payment of certified payments.

YES

Y1.4
If the reason for a reduction in the amount the
Contractor considers is due is attributable to a
claim for loss or damage arising from a breach
of any contractual or other obligation by the
Contractor, the Service Manager’s certificate
or Client’s response specifies
• when the loss was incurred or the damage
occurred or how the other claim arose,
• the particulars of the loss, damage or claim
and
• the portion of the reduction that is attributable
to each such particular.

CLIENT’S RESPONSE

Finish
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DEFINITIONS

Start

NO
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NO

Is there a dispute?

NO

Is there an
application for
payment?

YES

YES

YS1.1
Any communication in this clause
which is to be made on a Saturday,
Sunday or public holiday (within the
meaning of Organisation of Working
Time Act 1997) may be made on the
next day which is not one of these.

YES

Is YS(IR)1
incorporated in the
the Contract Data?

YS1.6
Clause 93.3 is deleted and replaced with
1. Any dispute is a payment dispute.
2. Either Party may refer a payment
dispute for adjudication in accordance
with s6 of the Construction Contracts
Act 2013 at any time.

DISPUTES

YS1.5
If the Contractor exercises its right
under the Construction Contracts Act
2013 to suspend performance, it is a
compensation event.

SUSPENSION OF
PERFORMANCE

YS1.2
If an invoice is submitted for payment by
the Contractor within 5 days after the
assessment day which otherwise complies
with the contract
• it is considered by the Client in assessing
the amount due and
• the amount assessed by the Client is the
amount due and not any lesser amount
because the Contractor failed to submit
an invoice before the assessment day.

APPLICATION FOR PAYMENT

NO

YS1.3
Does the Client
decide not to pay
the amount
due?

YES

YS1.3
If the Client decides not to pay the amount due,
the Client responds to the Contractor’s
invoice. The response is within 21 days of the
assessment day and includes
• the amount the Client proposes to pay,
• the reasons for the difference from the invoice,
• the basis on which the amount proposed to be
paid is calculated and
• any other information that this contract
requires.
The Client pays the sum stated in its response
at the date for payment of amounts due.

CLIENT’S RESPONSE

NO

YS1.4
Is the reason for
a reduction in the amount
the Contractor considers is due is
attributable to a claim for loss or
damage arising from a breach of
any contractual or other
obligation by the
Contractor ?
YES

YS1.4
If the reason for a reduction in the amount the
Contractor considers is due is attributable to
a claim for loss or damage arising from a
breach of any contractual or other obligation
by the Contractor, the Client’s response
specifies
• when the loss was incurred or the damage
occurred or how the other claim arose,
• the particulars of the loss, damage or claim
and
• the portion of the reduction that is
attributable to each such particular.

CLIENT’S RESPONSE

Finish
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